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Abstract

Two cases are described in which the Bio-Medicus centrifugal pump is used to support ventricular failure post CPB in the infant patient. The first patient (5 kg) was diagnosed with anomalous left coronary artery and pre-operative myocardial infarction. This patient required left ventricular assist support for 70 hours following surgical repair and failure to wean from CPB. The second patient (5 kg) presented 12 days status post mustard procedure with post operative ECMO support, for resuscitative CPB following an acute cardiac arrest incident. The patient could not be weaned from CPB with adequate cardiac output and required systemic ventricular support for 24 hours. Both patients were cannulated from left atrium to ascending aorta. The circuit consisted of 1/4" tubing an electromagnetic flow probe, and a pediatric bio-pump head connected to the Bio-Medicus centrifugal pump. High flows and minimal anticoagulation were maintained and both patients were successfully weaned from the left ventricular assist device. The text will describe the details of perfusion management and patient outcomes. We conclude that ventricular assist is a viable adjunct to the care of infants unable to be weaned from CPB.

Introduction

Ventricular assist devices (VADs) have been used effectively for many years to treat acute post-cardiotomy ventricular failure and reduce postoperative mortality in the adult population (1, 2). Although a variety of devices exist to bypass the failing ventricle, the pediatric patient has been limited by size and technical constraints from the benefit of many of these VADs (3). One system that has been used successfully in children for post-cardiotomy ventricular failure is extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) (4, 5). There are also limited reports of centrifugal pumps being used as VADs in pediatrics for postoperative cardiac failure and bridging to transplantation (6, 7). The efficacy and safety of using centrifugal pumps for temporary circulatory assist has been well documented (3, 7, 8). These pumps are readily available, relatively easy to use, and comparatively inexpensive.

Our experience in treating infants with postoperative cardiac failure had been limited to the use of ECMO. This paper will present our first experience utilizing a centrifugal pump to support the systemic ventricle in two infants who were unable to be weaned from cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB), despite maximal conventional therapy. The VADs performed without technical complications, were able to provide adequate perfusion, and rested the myocardium enough to allow weaning. However, both patients were only short term survivors.

Patients

Patient number one, S.B., was a two and one-half month old, 5 kg. male (BSA. 35m²), with a diagnosis of anomalous left coronary artery and ischemic cardiomyopathy. He was admitted with symptoms of congestive heart failure and irregular cardiac rhythms. The chest x-ray showed cardiomegaly and echocardiography revealed a dilated left ventricle with reduced contractility and global hypokinesis. The patient subsequently underwent cardiac catheterization which verified aberrant origin of the left coronary artery from the main pulmonary artery. S.B. required pharmacologic and ventilatory support pre-operatively for stabilization of his low cardiac output state and ventricular arrhythmias. Primary heart transplantation was presented to the parents as an option of treatment and declined. He then underwent surgical correction by reimplantation of the anomalous coronary artery into the aorta. Following repair and rewarming, the patient could not maintain adequate cardiac output and perfusion pressure to be separated from CPB, despite maximal pharmacologic support. The echocardiogram revealed severe left ventricular dysfunction with mild mitral insufficiency. He was then converted to the VAD system and an intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) inserted. S.B. was transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU) with VAD flows 600-700 cc/minute, arterial blood pressure 90/60 mmHg, and left atrial pressure 13 mmHg. Initial CPB time was 130 minutes, with 52 minutes of aortic cross clamp time. Prior to VAD insertion there were two additional CPB runs of 12 and 15 minutes, with only brief periods off bypass.

Patient number two, E.J., was a nine month old, 5.5 kg. male (BSA. 37m²), with a diagnosis of transposition of the great arteries and ventricular septal defect (VSD). He underwent
Materials and Methods

The Bio-Medicus (a) centrifugal pump was chosen as the ventricular assist device for both patients. Each patient was bypassed from left atrium to the aorta. S.B. was cannulated using a 4 mm Polystan catheter in the left atrium and an 8 FR. DLP (b) catheter in the ascending aorta. E.J. was cannulated using a 7 mm Polystan (c) catheter in the neo-left atrium and a 3.5 mm Sarns (d) catheter in the ascending aorta. The completed VAD circuit consisted of 1/4" polyvinylchloride tubing of the shortest length possible, an electromagnetic flow probe, and the pediatric BP50 Bio-pump head (6). In addition, a Bentley (e) Oxy-Sat connectrode was placed in the pump inflow line to monitor the oxygenating capability of the lungs. (With a RVAD this would be used to monitor venous saturation.) Also, a 1/4"x1/4" luer connector with a three-way stopcock was placed on the positive pressure outflow line for access if hemofiltration or hemodialysis was required. The VAD circuits were pre-primed using blood from the CPB circuit to prevent any further hemodilution. The conversion from CPB to VAD support was easily made without complications in both patients.

Chest wounds were left open and occlusively sealed with either vi-drape dressing or bovine pericardium. Strict asepsis and reverse isolation were carried out in the ICU due to the increased potential for infection. Cultures of blood, urine, and sputum were taken daily and antibiotic therapy instituted for sensitive organisms. The patients were not moved unless absolutely necessary to prevent dislodgement of the VAD cannulae. Continuous vecuronium and fentanyl drips were infused for paralysis and sedation. Precautions for a heparinized patient were followed to avoid stimulation of bleeding, such as, no needle sticks or rectal temperatures, and gentle suctioning.

Throughout the duration of ventricular bypass a perfusionist remained at the bedside to assist in patient management and monitor the VAD's function, as well as patient responses to treatment.

Protamine sulfate was administered to reverse the heparin dose used for CPB. After hemostasis was achieved, usually 3-4 hours post protamine in our experiences with adult patients, the activated clotting time (ACT) was maintained between 150-180 seconds. (This parameter is usually for VAD flows in excess of 1.5 liters/minute.) In our first pediatric patient, S.B., with flows averaging 650 cc/minute, it was initially decided to keep the ACT at 200-225 seconds. Heparin was started four hours post protamine and the average dose was 60 units/kg/hour to maintain that ACT. Chest tube drainage was mild to moderate during the first 24 hours. On the second day, with increased bleeding from the chest tubes, the ACT range was lowered to 180-200 seconds. However, bleeding continued throughout the remainder of the VAD period, accepted at 40-50 cc/hour. In E.J.'s case a heparin drip was never used. After initial normalization of the ACT after protamine reversal, the ACT became elevated >220 seconds within three hours, and remained >200 seconds for the entire 24 hour circulatory assist. Bleeding was also a complication in this patient. When VAD support was first initiated the ACT was monitored every 1/2 hour, then every hour after coming within range. Blood products were infused to keep the hematocrit >30%, the fibrinogen level >150 mg/dl, and the platelet count 100,000-150,000/mm³. All chest tube drainage was returned to the patients using a sterile collection system designed for autotransfusion. When possible, only donor specific products were used for transfusions, and single donor pheresis packs for platelet infusions. ACT's were monitored closely when platelets or FFP (fresh frozen plasma) were infused. From our experience, platelet transfusion can shorten the ACT, and FFP can prolong the ACT due to antithrombin III content (13).

Sufficient flow rates were able to be maintained in both patients. S.B.'s flow was 550-750 cc/minute with RPM's of 2000-2200. This flow gave him a cardiac index (CI) of 1.6-2.2 l/min/m² from the VAD, or 110-150cc/kg. The mean arterial pressure (MAP) was kept at 60-70mmHg, and the left atrial (LA) pressure was kept at 10-12 mmHg. E.J. had flows of 600-700 cc/minute with RPM's of 1550-1750. His CI was 1.6-1.9 l/min/m², or flows of 120-140 cc kg. from the VAD. The MAP averaged 60 mmHg, with an average CVP of 18 mmHg. The difference in RPM's between these two patients, with similar flows and arterial pressures, we felt was due to the different type arterial cannulae used. Frequent volume replacement was required in both patients to maintain adequate VAD preload. Hemodynamic monitoring included arterial and atrial pressures, as well as thermodilution cardiac output assessment in S.B. Inotropic agents were weaned as tolerated to further decrease myocardial oxygen consumption. Indications of right ventricular failure were not apparent in either patient, and metabolic acidosis did not occur. Arterial saturations remained adequate and were monitored by the oxy-sat detectors in the left atrial to pump line.
During VAD support, once every 30 minutes, the pump flow was momentarily decreased to allow an increase in blood flow through the failing ventricle. If the ventricle is contracting, this maneuver may prevent long term stasis of blood in the ventricle and reduce the possibility of thrombus formation. At this time one also has the opportunity to assess left ventricular function and recovery.

Renal function was monitored closely since it is well documented that complications occur in patients with cardiogenic shock requiring circulatory support (9). The combination of large volume requirements and renal dysfunction leads to hypervolemia. A means of removing excess fluid by continuous arteriovenous hemofiltration (CAVH) or dialysis is sometimes necessary. The centrifugal pump VAD circuit has been used effectively to provide access from the high pressure line (from the pump to the aorta) for CAVH (10). Hemofiltered blood is then returned through a central venous line. This set-up was used in E.J.'s case due to his continued renal dysfunction on the VAD. Despite maximal diuretic therapy he remained basically anuric. A hemodialysis pump was primed from the VAD circuit as blood was simultaneously infused to the patient to prevent hypotension. A dialyse bath was not used and CAVH was controlled to remove 500 cc of fluid over a four hour period. This method of CAVH was instituted twice in the 24 hour VAD period with stable hemodynamics. E.J.'s blood urea nitrogen (BUN) was 37-43 mg/dl and his serum creatinine (CR) was 0.8-1.3 mg% S.B. was actively diuresed and maintained good urine output with stable BUN and CR throughout his VAD period. Hemolysis is a known complication of extracorporeal support (11). The types of pumps and cannulae used in the extracorporeal circuit can effect the amount of hemolysis encountered (11, 12). In order to track the amount of hemolysis in our patients, plasma free hemoglobin was monitored daily. S.B. showed a plasma hemoglobin of 33.3 mg% after 68 hours of VAD support. E.J. was only on VAD support for 24 hours, and his plasma hemoglobin level was not drawn.

Results

Both patients were supported on the centrifugal pump VAD without any technical complications relating to the pump or circuitry. The assist devices provided adequate circulatory support while allowing the systemic ventricle to rest and regain enough function to permit separation with stable hemodynamics. Unfortunately, our two patients were only short term survivors.

S.B. was weaned from the VAD after 70 hours of support. Ventricular recovery was evaluated by temporarily decreasing VAD flow and observing filling pressures, arterial perfusion pressure and cardiac output. Within the first 24 hours, his cardiac output was showing improvement, and after 48 hours his cardiac index was 2.0 l/min/m² with minimal VAD flow. He remained on circulatory assist for an additional day to allow optimal time for ventricular recovery. VAD flows were weaned over a four hour period from 600 cc/minute to 150 cc/minute. During this period the ACT was incremental increased to 300 seconds. Echocardiography was employed at this time to further evaluate ventricular function. The ventricle continued to show improvement in contractility and the VAD cannulae were removed after 45 minutes. The echo, although much improved from post-operative data, was not significantly improved from pre-operative data, and still showed areas of hypokinesis and mild mitral insufficiency. After VAD removal the patient remained hemodynamically stable on the IABP. Heparin was stopped at this time and 24 hours later the IABP was removed. The patient initially maintained good cardiac output and perfusion pressure, without arrhythmias, for the first 24 hours after removal of the assist devices. He was maintained on mild to moderate vasopressor and anti-arrhythmic therapy. On the next day he began to have runs of ventricular tachycardia which eventually progressed to ventricular fibrillation and an unsuccessful resuscitation attempt. The autopsy showed that, altogether, 35-40% of the left ventricle was fibrotic or necrotic. The autopsy was otherwise unremarkable.

E.J. was supported on the VAD for 24 hours. The stunned myocardium showed steady recovery when evaluated as above. After his second treatment of hemofiltration, it was decided to remove the VAD due to continued bleeding/coagulopathy. He was transferred to the operating room for device removal and VAD flows were gradually decreased from 650 cc/minute to 300 cc/minute. The ACT was monitored closely during this period and remained between 170 and 200 seconds without heparin. The patient maintained adequate filling pressure and perfusion pressure when separated from the VAD, with continued pharmacologic support. E.J.'s condition remained critical post-VAD and was complicated by continued renal dysfunction requiring peritoneal dialysis, coagulopathy, infection, and unclear neurologic status. Over the next three weeks the patient showed some improvement with return of renal function, stabilization of the coagulopathy, extubation, and was weaned from vasoactive support except for renal dosage dopamine. However, the neurological prognosis remained uncertain after extensive evaluation. The parents elected for comfort care only at this point and the patient died of a cardiorespiratory arrest 24 days after VAD removal. The parents declined to have an autopsy performed.

Post VAD both circuits and cannulae were inspected for any evidence of thrombus formation. All surfaces appeared clean when visually examined.

Discussion

Mechanical ventricular assistance for post-cardiotomy cardiogenic shock will continue to be used in patients with potentially reversible ventricular dysfunction. The centrifugal pump has proven to be an efficient device for these procedures and we were pleased with the performance of our pediatric VAD system. The circuits were assembled with ease and speed, which helped decrease the time on CPB and provided immediate full support for the failing ventricle. We now have another safe and effective means of caring for our pediatric patients who fail separation from CPB. Although we will continue to use ECMO in those patients with small hearts, or who have complications
of biventricular or pulmonary failure, there are advantages to the centrifugal VAD. A much smaller surface area for blood to foreign material contact, which can mean less activation of platelets and other pro-coagulant factors, and less hemolysis. Less heparinization is necessary and less transfusions of blood products would be appreciated. Also, there is less set-up time, decreased cost, and fewer technical complications.

In future pediatric VAD's, despite the low flows, we would run our ACT at 150-180 seconds, and continue to utilize a heparin infusion. Continued close monitoring of renal and neurological function, along with bleeding and sepsis, since these parameters can greatly influence patient survival. Continuous or intermittent EEG monitoring will be used, as practiced with these two patients. Use of CAVH as needed, with access through the VAD circuit, is a great benefit in the infant patient. We will begin to follow fibrin degradation products to assess coagulation activation by the circuit, and continue to monitor hemolysis production by plasma hemoglobin determinations.

With the increasing incidence of pediatric heart transplantation and an increasing number of technically successful congenital repairs, there is a need for more alternatives to support pediatric patients in cardiogenic shock. We feel that the centrifugal pump VAD is a viable adjunct in the care of these patients. These circuits will continue to be used for temporary circulatory support and bridging to transplantation.
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